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The role of geometric constraints in amphiphilic self-assembly:
A Brownian dynamics study
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We use a stochastic molecular dynamics simulation method to investigate the effect of optimal head
group area in amphiphilic self-assembly. For a fixed tail geometry, we choose several sizes of the
effective head group area and carry out a detailed study of how this affects the critical micelle
concentration~CMC!, the cluster distribution, and the shape of micelles for different concentrations
and temperature. We find that with an increase of the effective head group area, the CMC is attained
at a larger concentration of the free chains at all temperatures. Likewise, for a given concentration,
amphiphiles with the larger effective head group exhibit a sharper cluster distribution with a
tendency to form more spherical micelles. Our study shows a way to control the size and shape of
the micelles and can have potential impact on the synthesis of nano-structures through surfactant
mediated templating methods. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614210#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing need to understand the s
assembling properties of short amphiphilic cha
molecules1,2 as they find ample uses in forming templates
the nano-fabrication of various devices. For example, se
conductor nano-structures are synthesized by the us
diblock copolymers as nano-lithographic masks.3 Broadly
speaking, this is an emergent area where it is believed
the self-assembling properties of amphiphiles and block
polymers can be utilized in the parallel production of devic
in nano-meso scales which are otherwise difficult to prod
using conventional lithographic techniques. Amphiphi
self-assembly is also relevant for cell biology.4 Cell mem-
branes are composed of lipid bilayers which are made
amphiphilic molecules with two hydrophobic tails. The pa
sage time of an individual polynucleotide molecule, e.
DNA, through an ion channel in lipid bilayer membrane c
be used for high speed detection of sequence of bases;5 the
modes translocation of RNA or DNA across a lipid bilayer
an important and yet unsolved problem in biophysics. T
amphiphilic self-assembly has found applications in me
cine as well; the pockets formed by magnetic colloids coa
with phospolipid vesicles have been identified as drug de
ery agents.6 It is therefore necessary to understand se
assembly in these soft matter systems at a fundamental l

The property that makes amphiphilic aggregation uniq
is its tendency, when dissolved in water, to form a variety
structures; spherical and cylindrical micelles, bilaye
vesicles, disordered and ordered bi-continuous structures
formed depending on the concentration of the amphiphi
salinity of the solution, and temperature. It has been in
cated by Israelachvili1,7 that the intrinsic geometry of an in
dividual amphiphile has a strong influence on the final sh
of the aggregate or micelle. In three dimensions~3D!, it
straight forward to show that the various shapes of mice

a!Electronic mail: aniket@physics.ucf.edu
9210021-9606/2003/119(17)/9219/7/$20.00
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aggregates can be characterized by the dimensionless p
ing parameterl3D5v/a0l c , where v, a0 , and l c are the
volume, the optimal head group area, and the critical ch
length of an amphiphile respectively. Spherical and no
spherical micelles, and bi-layers are formed forv/a0l c, 1

3,
1
3

,v/a0l c, 1
2, and 1

2,v/a0l c,1, respectively.1

Simulation studies of various kinds have been carr
out in the past to study amphiphilic aggregation and ha
contributed enormously to our understanding of se
assembly. Both lattice8–17 and off-lattice18–21 models with
and without the explicit incorporation of the solvent particl
have been studied; more recently Brownian dynamics sim
lation has been proven to be quite efficient to study a
phiphilic self-assembly.22 Despite considerable activities i
simulation and modeling of amphiphilic self-assembly, th
the geometry is a key factor in self-assemblyhas not been
undertaken in a systematic fashion, although isolated
phiphiles of rather complex geometry have been studied.23 In
this paper we make a detailed study of how the architec
of a single amphiphile influences its CMC, sizes, and sha
of the micelles. For a fixed length of the hydrophobic tail, w
vary the packing parameter by changing the size of the
drophilic head to increase the effective head group areaa0

and demonstrate how the geometry of the amphiphile can
used to tailor micelles of specific shapes and sizes. We
lieve that these studies will be very useful in surfactant m
diated methods applied to nanotechnology. The organiza
for the rest of the paper is as follows. In the next section
describe our model and method. In Sec. III we describe
detail our results. In Sec. IV we provide a summary a
discussion of our main results.

II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

In this paper we have used a stochastic MD simulat
method26,27 and consider a 2D continuum model in whic
each amphiphile is represented by a chain consisting om
monomers connected by anharmonic spring potential as
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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scribed below. For an amphiphile of lengthm, the first
monomer is considered to be the hydrophilic head (h) and
the remainingm21 monomers represent the hydrophob
tail particles (t). In general, we will denote an amphiphi
with x andy number of head and tail segments ashxty .

The potentials that act on the particles consists of t
parts: ULJ

i j , and Uchain. Here ULJ
i j is a Lennard-Jones~LJ!

potential acting between any two pair of monomersi and j :

ULJ
i j ~r i j !54e i j F S s i j

r i j
D 12

2S s i j

r i j
D 6

2S s i j

r i j
c D 12

1S s i j

r i j
c D 6G ;

r<r i j
c , ~1!

wherer i j
c is the cutoff distance beyond which the LJ intera

tion is set to be zero,r i j 5urW i2rW j u andrW i , rW j are the locations
of the i th and j th monomers, respectively.Amphiphilicity in
this model is introduced by a repulsive cut-off distance
the head–head and head–tail (r hh

c 521/6shh, r ht
c 521/6sht),

and an attractive cut-off for the tail–tail interaction (r tt
c

52.5s tt). The parametere i j is kept to unity for any pair of
species. The choice of the LJ parameters are summarize
Table I. Uchain is the Finite-Extendable Nonlinear Elast
~FENE! anharmonic spring potential acting between pairs
successive monomers along a chain:

Uchain~r i j !520.5kRi j lnF12S r i j

Ri j
D 2G , ~2!

in whichk andRi j are the energy and the length parameter
the potential.

The MD method that we have implemented here is
same as the one previously employed by one of us24,25 and
very similar to the method adopted by Grest and co-work
earlier.26 To simulate a constant temperature ensemble,
monomers are coupled to a heat bath and the equation
motion read as

rẄ i52¹W Ui2GrẆ i1WW i~ t !, ~3!

where

Ui5(
iÞ j

@~ULJ
i j ~r i j !1Uchain~r i j !#, ~4!

G is the monomer friction coefficient andWW i(t) which de-
scribes the random force of the heat bath acting on e
monomer is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean sati
ing the fluctuation–dissipation relation:

^WW i~ t !•WW j~ t8!&56kBTGd i j d~ t2t8!. ~5!

TABLE I. Interaction parameters for the amphiphiles.

Interaction rij
c

sij

s i j e i j

Head–head 21/6 s tt,2s tt,3s tt 1.0

Head–tail 21/6 shh1s tt

2
1.0

Tail–tail 2.5 1.0 1.0
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We use the reduced units throughout this study; the uni
time is s(m/e tt)

1/2 and the unit of temperature ise tt /kB ,
wherekB is the Boltzmann constant. The details of the n
merical expediency in choosing a fast Gaussian rand
number generator and a link-cell for force and energy cal
lation can be found in Refs. 24, 25. We have chosenk530
and Ri j 51.5s i j which make chain crossing practicall
impossible.26

III. RESULTS

We present simulation results for amphiphiles of ty
h1t4 andh1t6 , respectively. Most of the simulations are ca
ried out in a square box of length 100s tt . In order to study
the finite size effects we have carried out simulation in a b
of length 200s tt . The optimal head group area is varied b
choosing differentshh-parameter for the LJ interaction~see
Table I! to be s tt , 2s tt , and 3s tt for a fixed length of the
hydrophobic tail, or by choosing different length of the h
drophobic tail for a fixedshh. Depending upon the tempera
ture and concentration, the length of the run varied fro
(2-10)3106 MD steps. The maximum number of chain
were 1200. The simulations were run primarily on a 10 p
cessor Linux cluster.

A. Critical micelle concentration „CMC…

A characteristic feature of amphiphilic self-assembly
the existence of a CMC beyond which the concentration
free single chainsX1 ceases to increase. The basic therm
dynamic reasonings which are valid at low concentrat
predicts that at and beyond the CMCX1 remains roughly
constant as it becomes free energetically favorable to fo
larger clusters. Various identifying features have been p
posed for an accurate characterization of the CMC.13,14,28–31

One of us~AB! proposed the onset of a peak in the spec
heat to characterize the CMC,13,14 which has been used late
by others.15 Here we study the effect of the architecture
the amphiphile on CMC. Equilibria among different aggr
gates imply the itsame chemical potentialm for all the spe-
cies, which leads to the following equation:1

m5mm
0 1

kBT

m
logS Xm

m D , m51,2,3,...,̀ , ~6!

whereXm and mm are the concentration of the amphiphile
and the chemical potential of the clusters of sizem, andmm

0

is the standard part of the chemical potential. It then follo
from the above equation that the concentration of theNth
speciesXN /N is expressed as

XN

N
5FX1 expS m1

02mN
0

kBT D GN

, ~7!

where the concentration of chains in each speciesXi has to
satisfy the sum rule

(
i 51

`

Xi5X. ~8!

Evidently, a change inX1 will affect the cluster distribution.
A different size of the head geometry will shield the hydr
phobic tail segments in a different manner which will al
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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affect the chemical potential of the clusters. Indeed we no
that the geometry of the head group has a marked effec
the CMC, the shapes, and the distribution of micelles. In F
1 we show the dependence of CMC on amphiphilic geome
by plottingX1 as a function ofX for three different effective
sizes of the hydrophilic headshh for two different chain
lengths. It is seen from the figure that for a given concen
tion the amphiphiles with bigger heads are less inclined
form micelles as theX1 saturates at a higher value; i.e.,the
CMC increases with increasing head size, a result that has
not been reported earlier.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of CMC forh1t6 for two
different temperatures. It is observed from this figure that
CMC for the chain withshh53s tt at T50.45 ~filled dia-
monds! effectively moves to the CMC of a chain with th
same hydrophobic tail length; but withshh5s tt at T50.5
~open circles!. Therefore, to a first approximation, the CM
for a choice of a larger head group is mapped onto the C
of a smaller head group at a higher temperature. We will
later that although theX1;X curves fall one on top of eac
other, the cluster distributions and shapes of these two
tems are very different.

FIG. 1. Variation of free chain concentrationX1 as a function of the total
concentration of amphiphilesX at T50.45 for different head sizes. Th
open and the closeds, h, and theL correspond toshh5s tt , shh52s tt ,
shh53s tt for h1t4 andh1t6 , respectively.

FIG. 2. Variation of free chain concentrationX1 as a function of the total
concentrationX for h1t6 . The open and the closeds, h, and theL corre-
spond toshh5s tt , shh52s tt , shh53s tt for T50.5 andT50.45, respec-
tively.
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We note from Fig. 2 that beyond the CMC, the value
X1 is strictly not flat, but it decreases as the total concen
tion X is increased. This has been noticed earlier by Ca9

Hatton,22 and Bhattacharya13,14 and is due to the decrease
effective volume available to the surfactants. We also no
that CMC increases with increasing temperature, a chara
istic feature of these models with a LJ type of interacti
noted earlier,14,32 and CMC very sensitively depends on th
chain length.14,33

B. Autocorrelation function A „t…

Before we present the simulation results for the clus
distributions and shapes of miceller aggregates, it is wo
while discussing the details of obtaining reliable data fro
the simulation. We used the autocorrelation function to mo
tor the kinetics of the aggregates.17 The tracer autocorrelation
function is defined as

A~t!5
^N~ t1t!N~ t !&2^N~ t !&2

^N2~ t !&2^N~ t !&2 , ~9!

where for a givent, the averageŝ••& are taken over all the
chains in the system and for all possible timet. HereN(t) is
the size of the micelle where a tracer chain resides at timt.
This function has been used by Haliloglu and Mattice,17 and
by Hatton and co-workers10,22 to estimate the length of the
time intervaltc that is needed for the system to evolve fro
one configuration to another which is statistically indepe
dent. It is important to knowtc to collect data for statistica
averaging purposes and to estimate the total length of
simulation time after the system has equilibrated. By defi
tion, A(0)51, and it is expected to decay to zero at a la
time. We choosetc to be the time whenA(t) decays to 0.2.
Typically we have run the simulation for (100– 300)tc . Pre-
vious MC studies10,17 and stochastic MD study22 concen-
trated on symmetric amphiphiles; where the length of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments are the same (hxtx in
our notation!. For concentrations of the amphiphiles whic
are below the CMC,A(t) increases withX; but for X be-
yond CMC, A(t) decreases with increasing concentratio
For a larger concentration the average distance between
clusters is less and diffusion of chains from one cluster to
other occurs at a faster rate, which results in a rapid decre
of A(t). Our results for asymmetric chains (h1t4 andh1t6)
are qualitatively consistent with the above conclusions. F
ure 3 shows the variation ofA(t) as a function of tempera
ture for amphiphiles withshh52s tt for total concentration
X52%. Consistent with previous studies we note thatA(t)
decays faster witht at higher temperatures. It is worth poin
ing out that for the same concentrationX and temperatureT,
the decay ofA(t) is very sensitive to the chain length, esp
cially at a lower temperature. We notice from Fig. 3 that
the chain length is changed from 5 to 7~inset!, tc increases
from 800 to 1600. This shows why it becomes increasin
difficult to carry out a simulation for larger chains. Figure
shows the variation ofA(t) as a function of the total con
centrationX. Our choice of concentrationsX51%, 2%, and
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3% are all beyond the CMC at this particular temperatu
We notice thatA(t) decreases faster for larger concent
tions.

Finally, we show the influence of the amphiphilic geom
etry onA(t) in Fig. 5. Notice that theautocorrelation has a
faster decay for the amphiphiles with a larger head gro
area. This behavior could also be inferred from Figs. 1–
We observe from Figs. 1 and 2 that an amphiphile with
larger head can be looked at as an amphiphile with a sm
head at a higher temperature. ThatA(t) decays faster at a
higher temperature~Fig. 3! would also imply a faster deca
for large-head amphiphiles, as shown in Fig. 5. Alternate
we can think that the increased head size effectively
creases the available volume of the surfactants. Therefo
faster decay ofA(t) for the large-head amphiphiles is als
consistent with Fig. 4. We have used these autocorrela
functions to determine how often to collect data for statisti
averaging purposes. Data is taken at MD time intervals b
ger thantc .

C. Cluster shapes and distribution

During the simulation we have monitored the cluster d
tribution (XN /N) for several different concentrations an

FIG. 3. The behavior ofA(t) for h1t4 andh1t6 ~inset! at 2% chain concen-
tration for shh52s tt for three different temperaturesT50.6 ~s!, T50.50
~h!, andT50.45 ~L!, respectively.

FIG. 4. The behavior ofA(t) for h1t4 andh1t6 ~inset! at 2% chain concen-
tration with shh52 for three different concentrationsX51% ~s!, X52%
~h!, andX53% ~L!, respectively.
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temperatures for the amphiphilesh1t4 andh1t6 , respectively.
We have used the ratio of the two principal moment of in
tia to characterize the miceller shapes. Components of
inertia matrixI ab are defined as

I ab5(
i 51

n

mi~XCM
a 2xi

a!~XCM
b 2xi

b!, ~10!

whereXCM
j andxi

j are thej -th co-ordinates of the center o
mass of the cluster and thei -th particle of the cluster, respec
tively. In two dimensions there are only three independ
components:I xx , I yy , and I xy . We diagonalize the inertia
tensor which has the following two roots~principal moment
of inertia!:

I 1,25
1

2
„I xx1I yy6A~ I xx2I yy!

214I xy
2
….

We have usedl 1,25AI 1,2/(I 11I 2) as the definition of char-
acteristic lengths and used the ratioh5 l 1 / l 2 as a measure o
the sphericity of the micelle. For a perfectly spherical~circu-
lar in two dimensions! micellesh51.0. In reality, since it is
almost impossible to have a perfectly spherical micelle,
parameterh.1. Figure 6 shows the effect of the differen
head group geometry on the cluster distributionXN /N ~bot-
tom! and the shape parameterh ~top! at X50.2, T50.45 for
h1t6 . We notice that forshh5s tt the cluster distribution is
relatively flat with a larger probability for the occurrence
larger clusters. As we increaseshh to 2shh and 3shh the
cluster distribution becomes progressively sharper, the oc
rence of larger clusters becomes rarer, and the peak of
distribution shifts toward a smaller value.

We would like to relate our results with the dimensio
less packing parameter in two dimensions. In three dim
sions~3D!, for a spherical micelle of radiusR containingn
chains, self-consistency requires that

n5
4pR2

a0
5

4pR3

3v
,

wherev is the average volume occupied by a single surf
tant anda0 is the average area occupied by the head mo
mer in the micelle. This yieldsR5 3v/a0 , so that only for

FIG. 5. The behavior ofA(t) at T50.45 andX52% for three different
geometriesshh5s tt ~s!, shh52s tt ~h!, and shh53s tt ~L! for h1t4 and
h1t6 ~inset!, respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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l3D5v/a0l c, 1
3 spherical micelles are formed.1 When trans-

lated in two dimensions, it is straightforward to see that t
self-consistency condition becomes

n5
2pR

l 0
5

pR2

s
,

wheres is the average area occupied by a single surfac
and l 0 is the average length occupied by the head mono
in a micelle in two dimensions. From this we getl2D

5s/ l 0l c, 1
2, the packing condition for circular micelles. W

can express the dimensionless packing parameter in two
mensions in terms of the number of tail monomersnt , shh

and s tt in the following manner. We can approximate th
area occupied by the tails of the amphiphilic molecule as
;nt

a(s tt)
2, wherea>1 (a51 for compact 1D or 2D ge-

ometries and in this case would be a fractal dimens
greater than 1 to account for the void inside the micelle!. The
effective chain length inside the micellel c5nt

0.5s tt , assum-
ing that the end to end distance for the tail monomers
described by a random walk. We expect the head group
~arc! l 0 to be proportional to shh. Thus, l2D

;nt
a20.5(s tt /shh). Therefore,l2D can be altered by eithe

varying the length of the tailnt , or the ratios tt /shh.
We now look at the corresponding shape parameterh. In

general, as a function of the cluster size,h has a form of a
well, exhibiting a minimum for a certain value ofn. For
smallestshh, around this minimum,h is a slowly varying
function of n; As we increase the head size,h rises rapidly
beyond its minimum. A careful look at the plot shows th
the value ofh at the minimum depends, albeit weakly o
shh. Combining the information from the cluster distributio
and the shape parameter, we conclude that for a fixed le
of the hydrophobic tailnt , an increase of the optimal hea
group area would reduce the value ofl2D to produce sharpe
cluster distributions with micelles which are more spheric
Similar results can be obtained by keeping the hydroph

FIG. 6. Variation of the shape parameterh ~top! and the cluster distribution
XN /N ~bottom! as a function of the cluster sizeN for three different head
group geometriesshh5s tt ~s!, shh52s tt ~h!, andshh53s tt ~L!, respec-
tively.
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
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head the same and varying the hydrophobic unitnt . Figure 7
shows the same variation for two different chain lengthsm
55 and 7. For both the chains we have chosenshh53s tt ;
the hydrophobic tail units are varied to be 4 and 6, respe
ively. Evidently l2D for the smaller chain is smaller an
therefore it has a sharper variation compared to the lon
chain. Likewise, the peak in the cluster distribution shifts
a lower value for the shorter chain. To make these argum
more pictorial, we have shown two typical snapshots fo
small and a large head group in Fig. 8. A change ofshh

FIG. 7. Variation of the shape parameterh ~top! and the cluster distribution
XN /N ~bottom! as a function of the cluster sizeN for two different chain
lengthsm55 and 7, respectively.

FIG. 8. Snapshot of the amphiphilic aggregates atT50.45,X52% for h1t6

usingshh5s tt ~top! andshh52s tt ~bottom!. The latter tends to form more
spherical and smaller micelles with a sharper cluster distribution.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5s tt ~top! to shh52s tt ~bottom! produces a huge variatio
in shapes and sizes of the micelles.

D. The effect of the simulation box

Finally, we investigated the finite size effect of the sim
lation box on the cluster distribution and shapes. The larg
cluster size is limited by the total number of chains a
therefore it is possible that the occurrence of large clus
will be affected by the box size. We have compared the
sults obtained from simulation boxesL5100s tt and L
5200s tt ; respectively, for identical parameters. A compa
son is shown for the cluster distribution and the shape
rameter for the setX52% andT50.45 in Fig. 9. We notice
that cluster distribution and shape up to cluster size 20
main practically unaffected by the size of the simulation b
which establishes that the observed dependence of shap
sizes onshh is established beyond any doubt. We ha
checked this conclusion to be true for other choices of te
perature and concentrations. It is worth mentioning at t
point that we have chosen aNVT ensemble which does no
allow us to obtain the free volume released out due to
celle formation. It will be interesting to study finite size e
fects in aNPT ensemble which will accommodate any fre
volume change due to packing constraints.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied the role of the head gro
geometry in amphiphilic self-assembly for a bead-spr
model of flexible amphiphiles using Brownian dynami
simulation. Usually in simulation studies based on a latt
and off-lattice models different characteristics of amphiph
self-assembly is investigated as a function of concentra
and temperature and chain length. In this paper we focu
on a systematic investigation of geometric effects in a
phiphilic self-assembly. That this is very important has be

FIG. 9. Variation of shape parameterh ~top! and the cluster size distribution
~bottom! from simulation ofh1t6 at X52% andT50.45 using two different
system sizes. The symbolss andh correspond to the choices of the simu
lation box L5100s tt and 200s tt containing 200 and 800 amphiphiles, re
spectively.
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studied analytically under certain approximations by
raelachvili and co-workers. Here we demonstrate for a se
realistic model how the shapes and sizes can be controlle
the proper tuning of the head-to-tail ratio, or by changing
size/length of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments.
find that the geometric effects are rather nontrivial and
simulation based knowledge can be very useful for na
masking and other surfactant mediated templating meth
In order to make more direct contact with experiments
three dimensional simulation is in progress and will be
ported in a separate publication.34 We are also using this
model to study grafting properties of surfactants in fe
colloids.35
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